
LESSON: Overview of the Holocaust (2-Day Lesson)
GRADE LEVEL: Recommended for grades
9–12
SUBJECT: Multidisciplinary
TIME REQUIRED: Approximately 90
minutes (extensions available); modify as
needed

This is a foundational lesson that
introduces key concepts and
information to students.

RATIONALE
Teachers and students will understand key concepts about how
and why the Holocaust happened. Students will analyze how and
why the Nazis and their collaborators persecuted and murdered
Jews as well as other people targeted in the era of the Holocaust
between 1933 and 1945.

OVERVIEW

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS
● What was the Holocaust?
● How and why did the Holocaust happen?

EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES
At the end of this lesson, students will understand:

● Who the Nazis were and what they believed
● Why the Nazis and their collaborators systematically targeted Jewish people and others
● What actions the Nazis and their collaborators took to persecute and then murder the

Jewish people of Europe
● The range of experiences of Jewish people in different times and places in Europe during

the Holocaust
● How World War II changed what the Nazis were able to do during the Holocaust
● Who some of the Jewish men, women, and children were who were murdered in the

Holocaust

TEACHER PREPARATION
● Required or recommended teacher reading for this lesson

○ Holocaust Encyclopedia article “Introduction to the Holocaust”
○ Holocaust Encyclopedia article “Antisemitis”
○ Holocaust Encyclopedia article “Nazi Racism”
○ Holocaust Encyclopedia article “Victims of the Nazi Era: Nazi Racial Ideology”
○ Holocaust Encyclopedia article “How did Nazis and their collaborators implement the Holocaust?”

● Optional teacher background reading
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https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/introduction-to-the-holocaust
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/antisemitism
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/nazi-racism-an-overview
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/victims-of-the-nazi-era-nazi-racial-ideology?series=28
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/question/how-did-the-nazis-and-their-collaborators-implement-the-holocaust
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○ Holocaust Encyclopedia article “How and why did ordinary people across Europe contribute to the

persecution of their Jewish neighbors?”
○ Holocaust Encyclopedia article “What conditions and ideas made the Holocaust possible?”
○ Holocaust Encyclopedia article “What does war make possible?”
○ Timeline Activity Materials (.zip file download, 44.3MB)

● Student Materials
This lesson uses a 38-minute documentary paired with short biographies of Holocaust victims and survivors
as the primary tools for student learning.. The documentary is streamed on the Museum's website via
YouTube and includes some graphic imagery. Teachers are encouraged to preview the film and obtain
school permission, if required, for student viewing. DVD copies of the film are also available by request.

● Worksheet: KWL Chart
● Video: The Path to Nazi Genocide w/transcript (38 minutes; video is subtitled in 10 languages)
● Reading: Profile Cards
● Reading: Holocaust Encyclopedia article “How did Nazis and their collaborators implement the

Holocaust?”
● Glossary of terms (optional)

MODIFICATIONS
The lesson is intentionally flexible to allow for individual teacher modifications to achieve educational
outcomes. Technology and teaching strategies are suggested in the instructional sequence; please use other options
if they support the learning needs of your students. Consider utilizing graphic organizers, note-taking strategies,
reading choices, and online engagement tools.

Educators may choose to use learner variability modifications specific to this lesson:
● Teachers can provide students with choices as to how they access information throughout lessons,

i.e. read print alone, read print with a partner, read along while the teacher reads aloud, etc.
● Define terms that would clarify understanding for students.
● Reference the Glossary in the Holocaust Encyclopedia for definitional support.
● Use online discussion or engagement tools that work best in your classroom, such as Padlet.
● Holocaust Encyclopedia articles are available in various languages; refer to the word “Language”

and select the Globe icon available on the lefthand side of the article.
● The Path to Nazi Genocide is subtitled in 12 languages. Scroll below the video to see the options.
● Incorporate strategies such as think-pair-share and jigsaw to enhance student engagement.

This lesson is available as an online, asynchronous experience for students, which can be accessed through a web
browser or LMS files. The online lessons are accessible for all students for in-person and virtual learning, and they
provide specific support for students using screen readers.
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https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/question/how-and-why-did-ordinary-people-across-europe-contribute-to-the-persecution-of-their-jewish-neighbors
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/question/how-and-why-did-ordinary-people-across-europe-contribute-to-the-persecution-of-their-jewish-neighbors
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/question/what-conditions-and-ideas-made-the-holocaust-possible
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/question/what-does-war-make-possible
https://www.ushmm.org/m/compressed/USHMM-Timeline-Activity-Materials.zip
https://engage.ushmm.org/path-to-nazi-genocide-dvd.html
https://www.ushmm.org/m/pdfs/KWL_Chart.pdf
https://www.ushmm.org/learn/holocaust/path-to-nazi-genocide/the-path-to-nazi-genocide/full-film
https://www.ushmm.org/m/pdfs/USHMM_Transcript_Path.pdf
https://www.ushmm.org/m/pdfs/USHMM-Intro-Lesson-Profile_Cards.pdf
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/question/how-did-the-nazis-and-their-collaborators-implement-the-holocaust
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/question/how-did-the-nazis-and-their-collaborators-implement-the-holocaust
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/glossary
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/glossary
https://www.ushmm.org/teach/holocaust-lesson-plans/overview-of-the-holocaust
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PART ONE: PRE-LESSON ASSIGNMENT

1. Ask students to read about one individual in the Holocaust by assigning one card to pairs of students from the
following 15 profile cards. Ask them to underline or digitally highlight the major events that impacted that
person's experience during the Holocaust.

Teacher note: These cards are excerpted from a larger USHMM Timeline Activity Lesson.  Highlighted
dates in the cards indicate the year on which the person’s card would be placed on the larger timeline.
Teachers may also choose to post or share in digital format the Historical Events and/or Laws and Decrees
from this lesson to provide context.

PART TWO: LESSON

DAY ONE
Introduction
1. Explain that in this lesson, students will address two essential questions:

What was the Holocaust?
How and why did the Holocaust happen?

2. Ask students to create a working definition of the Holocaust.

3. Ask students to complete a KWL chart (students may work in pairs).

ASK THE STUDENTS

● What do you know about the Holocaust?
● What do you want to know about the Holocaust?

4. Review and discuss the KWL charts.

Definitions
1. Provide the following USHMM definition of the Holocaust and post for reference.

The Holocaust was the systematic, state-sponsored persecution and murder of approximately six
million European Jews by the Nazi regime and its collaborators in the years leading up to and during
World War II. During the era of the Holocaust (1933-1945), German authorities also targeted other
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https://www.ushmm.org/m/pdfs/USHMM-Intro-Lesson-Profile_Cards.pdf
https://www.ushmm.org/m/pdfs/USHMM-Timeline-Activity-Instructions.pdf
https://www.ushmm.org/m/pdfs/USHMM-Timeline-Activity-Historical-Events.pdf
https://www.ushmm.org/m/pdfs/USHMM-Timeline-Activity-Laws-Decrees.pdf
https://www.ushmm.org/m/pdfs/KWL_Chart.pdf
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groups because of their perceived “racial inferiority”: Roma (Gypsies), disabled persons, and some of
the Slavic peoples (Poles, Russians, and others). Other groups were persecuted on political,
ideological, and behavioral grounds, among them Communists, Socialists, Jehovah’s Witnesses, and
homosexuals.

2. Ask students: Were there elements missing in the definition you created?  Describe how your definition of
the Holocaust reflects similarities and differences from the USHMM definition. What parts of this Museum
definition do you have questions about?

3. Explain to students that they will hear the words Nazi racial ideology and antisemitism in the film they are about
to watch. Review the definitions below.

● Antisemitism:  prejudice against or hatred of Jewish people.
● Nazi racial ideology: belief that the world was divided up into competing inferior and superior races,

each struggling for survival and dominance. Successful races maintained racial purity, reproduced to
expand and strengthen the race-nation, and conquered territory and resources at the expense of
inferior races. In the Nazis’ eyes, Jews were not a religious denomination, but a dangerous
non-European “race.”

Refer to the “Nazi Racism” and  “Antisemitism”  articles to answer additional questions.

View Film
1. Watch The Path to Nazi Genocide, chapters 1 - 3 (24 minutes)

As students view the film, ask them to answer questions 1-7 (short answer questions only) on the
accompanying worksheet (an answer key is provided for teachers).

● Ch.1 Aftermath of WWI and the Rise of Nazism 1918-33 (12 minutes)
○ Pause for whole group check in
○ Group/Pair Share to answer the questions that students find the most challenging. (Short

questions 1-3)

● Ch. 2 Building a National Community 1933-36 (6 minutes)
○ Pause for whole group check in
○ Group/Pair Share to answer the questions that students find the most challenging. (Short

answer questions 4-5)

● Ch. 3 From Citizens to Outcasts 1933-38 (6 minutes)
○ Pause for whole group check in
○ Group/Pair Share to answer the questions that students find the most challenging. (Short

answer questions 6-7)
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https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/nazi-racism-an-overview
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/antisemitism
https://www.ushmm.org/learn/holocaust/path-to-nazi-genocide/the-path-to-nazi-genocide/full-film
https://www.ushmm.org/m/pdfs/USHMM_PathWS_IntroLesson.pdf
https://www.ushmm.org/m/pdfs/USHMM_PathWS_IntroLesson_Key.pdf
https://www.ushmm.org/learn/holocaust/path-to-nazi-genocide/chapter-1/aftermath-of-world-war-i-and-the-rise-of-nazism-1918-1933
https://www.ushmm.org/learn/holocaust/path-to-nazi-genocide/chapter-2/building-a-national-community-1933-1936
https://www.ushmm.org/learn/holocaust/path-to-nazi-genocide/chapter-3/from-citizens-to-outcasts-1933-1938
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Teacher note: Acknowledge that studying the Holocaust can be emotional.  Ask students to reflect on the
film and allow space for discussion of emotional reactions and challenges of studying this difficult history.
When the film concludes students may post reactions on a padlet or in a journal.

Introduce Homework
1. Read and annotate the USHMM Holocaust Encyclopedia article: “How did the Nazis and their collaborators

implement the Holocaust?” (can be printed and distributed in hard copy or assigned as a link).

ASK THE STUDENTS

● How does this article deepen your understanding of the actions that the Nazis and
their collaborators took to persecute and then murder the Jewish people of Europe?

● Underline or highlight words that require clarification, and use the KWL chart to
fill in new content that you have learned and record questions raised by the article
that you would like to explore further.

DAY TWO
Review Homework
1. Begin class with the students’ homework responses by asking students to share at least one of their responses

from the homework with the class.

View Film
1. Acknowledge for students that the content in today’s video (Chapter 4) may be difficult. Ask students to

reflect on the film after viewing and allow space for discussion of emotional reactions and challenges of
studying this difficult history. While it is important to understand what happened and think about why it
happened, it  can be hard to watch and grapple with the reality and the magnitude of the suffering.

Teacher note: In some classes, you may choose to omit the section with graphic film footage of a killing
operation (minutes 4:43 to 5:40).

2. Watch The Path to Nazi Genocide (Chapter 4: World War II and the Holocaust 1939-45 (14 minutes)
● As students view the film, ask them to answer questions 8-9 on the accompanying worksheet (an

answer key is provided for teachers).
● When the film concludes, consider checking in as a group; students may post reactions on a padlet or

in a journal.
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https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/question/how-did-the-nazis-and-their-collaborators-implement-the-holocaust
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/question/how-did-the-nazis-and-their-collaborators-implement-the-holocaust
https://www.ushmm.org/learn/holocaust/path-to-nazi-genocide/chapter-4/world-war-ii-and-the-holocaust-1939-1945
https://www.ushmm.org/m/pdfs/USHMM_PathWS_IntroLesson.pdf
https://www.ushmm.org/m/pdfs/USHMM_PathWS_IntroLesson_Key.pdf
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3. Students may review their worksheet answers in pairs to support small group or whole class discussion in

classrooms or online break out rooms.

4. Discuss as a whole group questions raised by Chapter 4 of the film as well as those generated from the
homework assignment.

Teacher note: Students may choose at this time to take a gallery walk or review the digital version of the
Historical Events or Laws and Decrees from the Timeline Lesson to reinforce learning from the film.

5. Students share stories from their profile cards.

ASK THE STUDENTS

● How was each person's life impacted by events you saw in the film?
● What can we learn by looking at a single person’s experiences? (Sample answers:

Each individual's experience was different depending on time, place, family, or
opportunities available to them. It can be difficult to comprehend what happened to
so many people and easier when we can just look at only a few. Survival depended
on chance in many circumstances.)

● What do the individual stories reveal about the Holocaust that the film and
encyclopedia article did not?

Exit Ticket
1. Return to the KWL chart and fill in any new content that you have learned and identify any remaining

questions you would like to know more about.

CONCLUSION

ASSESSMENT
Listen to the 15-minute podcast episode, Holocaust Survivors’ Reflections and Hopes for the Future.

ASK THE STUDENTS

● Select the passage that resonates the most for you (note the time code), and explain
why.

● Form an opinion and create a claim about what you believe can be learned from
studying the Holocaust; cite evidence from the film, encyclopedia article, and
profile cards to support your argument.
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https://www.ushmm.org/m/pdfs/USHMM-Timeline-Activity-Historical-Events.pdf
https://www.ushmm.org/m/pdfs/USHMM-Timeline-Activity-Laws-Decrees.pdf
https://www.ushmm.org/m/pdfs/USHMM-Timeline-Activity-Instructions.pdf
https://www.ushmm.org/remember/holocaust-survivors/first-person-conversations-with-survivors/first-person/holocaust-survivors-reflections-and-hopes-for-the-future
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○ Why do you think it is important to study how and why the Holocaust

happened?
○ What do you think people can learn from it?

OPTIONAL: Read more about the person whose passage you chose (see links below).
● How does the person’s experiences during the Holocaust illustrate aspects of the history that you learned

about in the lesson?
● How were their experiences the same or different than those you learned about from the profile cards?

BIOGRAPHIES OF HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS
Listed in the order that they appear in the podcast episode

● Learn more about George Pick
● Learn more about Charlene Schi�
● Learn more about Martin Weiss
● Learn more about Nesse Godin
● Learn more about Susan Taube
● Learn more about Louise Lawrence-Israels
● Learn more about Fritz Gluckstein
● Learn more about Regina Spiegel
● Learn more about Estelle Laughlin
● Learn more about Henry Greenbaum

EXTENSIONS
1. Explore the Holocaust Encyclopedia to investigate remaining questions from the KWL charts.

2. A four day version of this lesson is also available. It incorporates additional activities in which students use
primary resources from the Museum’s collections to learn more about how the Holocaust occurred and to
investigate the actions of ordinary people during the Holocaust.

3. With the growing availability of books, films, and website content about the Holocaust, choosing the right
resource for classroom use can be difficult. The Museum offers a bibliography and videography of selected
resources with grade levels and Lexile Scores noted when available. It includes diaries, memoirs, secondary
sources, literature, graphic novels, and films. This resource is not intended to be comprehensive but to serve
as a starting point. In addition, to help teachers make sound teaching resource decisions beyond those listed
in the bibliography and videography, the Museum offers a resource evaluation rubric.
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https://www.ushmm.org/remember/office-of-survivor-affairs/survivor-volunteer/george-gyoergy-pick
https://www.ushmm.org/remember/office-of-survivor-affairs/survivor-volunteer/charlene-schiff
https://www.ushmm.org/remember/office-of-survivor-affairs/survivor-volunteer/martin-weiss
https://www.ushmm.org/remember/office-of-survivor-affairs/survivor-volunteer/nesse-galperin-godin
https://www.ushmm.org/remember/office-of-survivor-affairs/survivor-volunteer/susan-taube
https://www.ushmm.org/remember/office-of-survivor-affairs/survivor-volunteer/louise-lawrence-israels
https://www.ushmm.org/remember/office-of-survivor-affairs/survivor-volunteer/fritz-gluckstein
https://www.ushmm.org/remember/office-of-survivor-affairs/survivor-volunteer/regina-spiegel
https://www.ushmm.org/remember/office-of-survivor-affairs/survivor-volunteer/estelle-laughlin
https://www.ushmm.org/remember/office-of-survivor-affairs/survivor-volunteer/henry-greenbaum
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org
https://www.ushmm.org/m/pdfs/USHMM-Overview-of-the-Holocaust-4-Day-Lesson.pdf
https://www.ushmm.org/m/pdfs/USHMM-Bibliography-Videography.pdf
https://www.ushmm.org/m/pdfs/USHMM-Rubric-for-Evaluating-Resources.pdf

